English
Language Checklist
Am I confident reading the
types of texts that will come
up in the exam?

Strategies / Resources
Read lots of fiction.
Read the beginnings of novels – why do
they make effective beginnings?
Read newspapers and summarise
articles.

Do I know exactly what is
required on each question?
This includes:
 What is in the mark
scheme
 Sentence starters
 Suggested answer
structure
 Marks available
 Suggested timings
Can I answer the questions in
time?

Read news websites.
Use the English Language Knowledge
Organisers and test yourself on these.
Create notes and flashcards on question
requirements.
Practise the timings.
PractiSe active reading – spend 15
minutes annotating a text thoroughly.
Do LOTS of timed practice.

Have I practised my writing
skills?

Answer whole papers or (if not practical)
whole sections at a time.
Learn what is in the mark scheme and
understand what it means.

Remember that writing is 50%
of the GCSE!

Do lots of practice writing questions and
seek feedback from your teacher.

Literature Checklist
Am I really secure on the
basics of the plot,
characters and events?
 Have I read the texts
(two or three times)?
 Do I know the main
plot events.

Do I have a ‘close
knowledge’ of the text?
 Can I paraphrase
quotes?
 Can I refer in detail
to specific events?
Am I prepared for
whatever question might
come up?

Have I refined my essay
writing skills and exam
technique?

Learn and practise a range of cohesive
devices (ways to link your ideas).

Read the novel again (…and again). Use sticky
tabs for key sections.
Online summaries: try Spark Notes or LitCharts.
Use short answer questions in PiXL Independence
resources.
Use a knowledge organiser. Learn, cover, write,
check.
Create flashcards.
Use Memrise.com to learn quotes.
Write a complete list of possible essay questions.
Plan answers to every question. Speak answers
aloud from plans.
Use all practice questions available. Look in the
Literature revision folder on Frog and make use of
questions in PiXL Independence resources.
Practice a range of questions in timed conditions.
Make sure you understand teacher feedback.
Get exemplar material so that you know what a
really good paragraph looks like:
 Annotate
 Mimic and then write independently

Practise planning. Create questions or
use question banks and write lots of
plans.
Practise using figurative language
(paper 1) and rhetorical devices (paper
2). Generate lots of examples that might
work with a particular question.

Strategies / Resources
Answer comprehension questions.

Have I made sure I am
thinking conceptually?

Read examiner’s reports:
 Annotate / highlight
 Use to critique your answers (or a friend’s)
Find quality key quotes for the big themes that
also relate to character to maximise crossover.
Prepare ‘conceptual’ points for top grades. Think
big and widely. Read Connell guides.

Mathematics
Practice Papers – Loaded onto SMH throughout the year

9 to 1 Past Papers - Choose a year, select the right tier of entry,
Foundation or Higher, and work through the exam paper, best
printed off. Mark schemes will also be made available through the
year as we use these papers for classroom use.

A star to G Past Papers – The old GCSE exam papers, great for
practising skills, choose the correct tier and work through the
papers, best printed off. Mark schemes available.
o
Predicted Papers – these are created after the first examination in the
summer and questions reflect those topics that we think are more likely
to appear in the papers 2 and 3 of the GCSE.
o
Revision Resources
www.mathsgenie.com – use your target topics identified in your
class practice paper test as well as the levels indicated to work
through the topics on key areas, answers available

PIXL Maths Revision Booklets – Booklets of questions targeting Grade
1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 covering many of the topic areas examined at that
grade. These can be found and printed from the Maths App (see
below).

Collins Revision Workbooks – these are available VAT free from your
teacher. There are two options; firstly for £2.50 available in either
Foundation or Higher; secondly for £5 available in target grades
such as 4-5 or 7-9.
o

Class Teacher - Ask them for help on a particular topic, it might be an area
for class revision but if not they will find time to answer your query.
Intervention Teacher – Ask the specialised maths support teachers for help.
They are specialist in supporting students fill in gaps on topics and strategies
for improvement.
Hegarty Maths – www.hegartymaths.com - Each pupil has a login. Either
select a particular topic to work through questions on using the search
facility, select the task and work through the questions, instantly marked
and an associated lesson is available if you need help. Even better, use the
MemRi or Fit it up 5 revision options! Have paper and pen ready to use.

PIXL Maths App – Online app, questions are marked automatically and
progress recorded. Log in details to be confirmed.
 Daily Challenge – a question a day
 Take a test – Select “My Summary PLC Report”, look at the PLC list, if
you have answered questions on a topic you will have been given a
RAG rating.
 Take a test - select the test you want to do and work through the
questions. Have paper and pen ready to use, don’t try to work it out
in your head
 Set tasks - Select the target grade and work through the problems, if
you are struggling use the associated video/PowerPoint to identify
key points and strategies for the topic.
In Class - Class teachers will be revising topics appropriate to the class
needs. Key knowledge is identified and then questions answered building
up to exam style questions. During the year pupils will have access to sets of
past papers of the new style exam, these will be completed in a variety of
ways. These may include: parts of the exam paper answered with access to
revision guides, answered in timed exam conditions, set for homework.
These are brightly coloured so shouldn’t be lost too easily! For example,
term 1 they were green, Term 2 blue! These also include RAG sheets to
make it easier for students to identify topics to revise or look up on Hegarty
on in their revision books.
Calculator - Please make sure that you have a scientific calculator and that
you bring it to school to use. 2 of the exam papers require the use of a
calculator. Always write down the calculation you are inputting into the
calculator as evidence for achieving all the marks for a question. We also
sell the new Class Wiz Casio FX-991EX for £25 including a free GCSE
equipment ready pack – if you are getting this calculator online please be
careful – there are fakes that are being sold cheaper.
After school Maths support – Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in the
Maths computer room. Staff are available to answer questions about Maths
work and computers available to access any of the online revision
resources.

The best maths revision is to answer maths questions

Science
1. Download a past paper from the AQA website:
https://www.aqa.org.uk/find-past-papers-and-mark-schemes
•
•
•
•

Answer the questions, if you can’t do it move on – it isn’t a test.
Use the mark scheme to correct your answers.
Review what you needed to know to answer the questions and record these on a crib sheet.
Next time you come to revise/practise more exam questions, start by looking at the crib sheet – it will remind you what you
need to know.

2. Use your revision guide
 Your revision guide contains all the key ideas you need
to learn for Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
 Take one section at a time and read through the notes,
then turn them into a revision resource (e.g. make flash
cards, mind maps or write quick questions to test yourself
with).
 Complete the practice and review questions to check
your understanding.
 Tick off the section in the contents page and move on to
another one.
3. Educake
 Log into https://www.educake.co.uk/
 Complete the practice questions set by your teachers or
set yourself some – Educake will give you some
suggestions once you have started to complete a few
topics.
 The questions are all multiple choice or one/two word
answers and you can stop and return to tests at any
time.
 Regular review of subject knowledge can take you all
the way up to grade 5!
 Remember to self-review the questions you have
completed so that you know what to return to in your
revision guide for extra study.
4. Online resources
 Watch revision videos – particularly ones that show you
the required practicals.
 Popular sites with students are: Free Science Lessons and
Primrose Kitten (both on YouTube)
 Use BBC GCSE Bitesize to revise content, watch video
clips and try mini tests:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrkw2hv

